
professional dynamie microphones
DESCRIPTION
The D-124E is a studio recording microphone based 
on a small transducer of superb performance charac
teristics. Its small dimension and attractive, unobtru
sive design fulfill the requirements of TV Broadcast 
and Public Address Systems engineers as well as those 
of professional performers.
The acoustical properties of the D-124E exceed those 
normally expected of cardioid dynamic microphones 
and it excells particularly in smoothness of response 
over a wide range, and a well maintained directional 
pattern at all frequencies. The unit is equipped with a 
recessed 10 dB bass attenuation switch to compensate 
for low frequency resonance or proximity effects.

DESCRIPTION
In designing a highly directive (shot-gun) dynamic 
microphone, AKG combined the gradient and inter
ference principles. The results, incorporated in the 
D-900E, are smooth on-axis response and an off-axis 
rejection which is maintained over the entire range, 
including the critical low frequencies. The D-900E is 
equipped with a two-position bass roll-off switch ( — 7 
and —20 dB at 50 Hz) which permits use of the micro
phone in acoustically unfavorable environments and 
also eliminates the effects of low frequency boom 
rumble or wind noise.
The D-900E is slim in appearance and of light weight.



technical data
SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity:

-55'd.B (re I mw/IOdynes/cm5) 
Impedance:

200 ohms 
Dimension:

5 "  x in/ir,"
Weight:

(l 02.

ACCESSORIES
W-21

Windscreen (replacement) 
H-24

Suspension 
MSH-5AE 

Flexible Shaft 
S.i-25

Stand adapter (replacement) 
AKC. Stands

SPECIFICATIONS
sensitivity:

r>0 cl It (re I mvv/10 dynes/cm1)
npedance:
200 ohms 
m ension:

x 1 VC dia.
'ighl:
17 02.

/ CCESSORIES
\ 19 H-70

vindscreeri Suspension (for use
V >iA with SA-70/9)

mdscreen, rear SA-70/9
S'. It,/I Stand adapter with

nd adapter arm (for H-7)
H >H H-7

l otnsuspension,
1 'Hiplete

Pistol grip

’*E Combination system in fitted carrying case.
Sy i consists of:

1 '00E
- 1 1 Suspension 5A-16/1 Stand adapter

H Pistol grip MC-20 cable
' 0) Windscreen Fitted carrying c ase


